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Punjabi Math EnglishBaseline

Good Progress shows in the End line of 3 subjects.



Beg.+Letter in Punjabi, English & 
Beg+Numbers+add 1by1 in Math
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Punjabi

Math

English

High number of students in beg+letter level in the 

English.
Beginner level children still remain in all the classes.



English

It has been seen that in the 
baseline, majority of the children 
are one level below the target of 
that class.



Class- 1 Children show progress 
till target only
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Class 2:Half of the letter level children started 
reading words by the end of intervention



Class 3: Only one level jump was 
seen in the levels
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Class 4: All the sentence level children 
start reading Para by the end
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Class Post Test 2018
in   %

1 80.59

2 67.25

3 55.18

4 53.59

5 57.74

Total 62.48



SUBJECT AUGUST 2017 MARCH 2018 PROGRESS

MATHS 32.40 79.43 47.03

PUNJABI 35.58 72.95 37.37

ENGLISH 21.57 62.48 40.91



Class State District Block Cluster School class

First 80.59 74.82 65.91

Second 67.25 57.60 45.31

Third 55.18 48.23 38.24

Fourth 53.59 46.70 36.58

Fifth 57.74 51.74 45.92

Total 62.48 55.23 45.75

ਪੜ੍ਹੋ ਪੰਜਾਬ ਪੜ੍ਹਾਓ ਪੰਜਾਬ
 English



To strengthen  English as language

To fulfill the objectives of syllabus /Targets

To update teaching techniques and process



To share the objectives of text book  and its 
appropriate usage

Appropriate use of Supplementary material 
and E-Content





SESSION 2018-19



Class Reading Writing

1 Letters with 
sound
(A-Z)(a-z)

Letters 
(A-Z)(a-z) in proper four 
lines

2 Words 
(With 3-4 
letters)

Words 
(With 3-4 letters) in 
proper four lines

3 Sentence Words with
4- 6 letters
in proper four lines

4 Para Sentence

5 Story Sentence

Oral

•Rhymes
•Conversation
•Commands
•Introduction
•Themes/
•Vocabulary



English



Reading

oral

Writing                                                                                                                      



For all classes  start testing from para . 





 Beginner

 Letter

 Word

 Sentence

 Para

 Story

letter

Word

Sentence

Story

Para



Goal

Activity

Learning 

Material

Technique



Story

Para

Sentences

Words

Letter

Beginner

?



Story

Para

Sentences
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Letter
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Text 
Book

Supplementary 
Material

Flash 
Cards

Chart/
Blackboard

YouTube
youtube.com/c/P

adhoPunjab

http://youtube.com/c/PadhoPunjab
http://youtube.com/c/PadhoPunjab
http://youtube.com/c/PadhoPunjab


Maximum Exposure to content

Regular Chanting

Strengthening of Impression

Repetition











 Place me right

 Assemble me

 Find my partner

 Arrange yourself

 Encircle me

 Find me from the crowd

 E- Content



 Same Same Text book pg.  40  

 Who lost the game pg. 48

 Line up     pg.47

 Line Up with Dice

 Board Scramble  pg.66

 Magic Finger

 Blind Fold

 Aabra Ka Dabra





 Recognition of Capital Letters

 Recognition of small Letters with sound

 Proper sequencing of letters

 Matching letters with Pictures

 Producing letter from the related Picture

 What comes after the given letter

 What comes before the given letter

 What comes in between the given letters



 Scribbling

 Colouring

 Joining dots

 Strokes

 Tracing letters

 Letter writing in four line pattern  (Simple to 
Complex)



From where to start ?





 Joining of sound
 Three letter words (pattern based on vowel 

sounds) E-Content
 Comparison of vowel sounds
 Three letter words without pattern
 Pattern chain words
 Related phrases/Sentences
 Words with two letters giving one/different 

sound
 Double Consonants
 Sight/common Words
(Manual pg no. 21-32)



 Join to make words

 Think and make

 Hide and seek

 Search me

 Word Machine



 Run to make  word Text book pg 29

 Pair Up Text book pg.26

 Sort Out  pg 80

 Run and Circle  pg.41

 Passing the Parcel  pg. 68

 Make Up a word pg.58

 Word Album    pg.93

 Word Chain

 Same Same pg.27



 Writing words in four line Pattern

 Introduce Cursive Writing

Special 
focus

on 
dictation





Phrases
Sentences based on three 

letter words

Word to Sentences Simple Sentences



a cat
a fat cat

a man ran
a big bat
a red wig
a wet hen





 Pic.





Think and arrange

room    uncle    
paint        basket  
has     a        my     
painting   can



This is not the end.

You             tomorrow       my   

to            important        regarding    

your       issues           meet                at    
can                                    come     

Problem    afternoon    the   in   

home                   discuss            to    me



 Provide maximum reading material

 Provide Variety of material

 Model Reading

 Regular Evaluation of reading ability 
considering-pronunciation and flow 

 Time bound practice

 Promote reading as habit

 Appreciation at different levels











Class Parho
PunjabParhao
Punjab Targets

Learning Outcomes 

3 Sentences Read small text in English with comprehension i.e. 
identifies main ideas , details and sequences and draw 
conclusions in English.
Able to read with appropriate pronunciation and pause 
the  printed script on class room walls, poems, posters 
etc.

4 Para Reads printed script on the classroom walls, notice 
boards, in posters or advertisements/T.V. headlines and 
comprehend the given text in English

5 Story Reads independently in English storybooks, news 

items/headlines, advertisements, names of places and 

directions in the surroundings etc. and composes short 

paragraphs



Class Parho PunjabParhao
Punjab   Targets

Learning Outcomes

3 Words with 5-6 
letters

Write 5-6 sentences in English on Personal 
experiences/events using verbal or visual clues.

4 Sentences Writes/ types dictation of short paragraph.
Writes informal letters /messages with a sense of 
audience

5 Sentences Writes  paragraphs in English from verbal, visual clues 

with appropriate punctuation marks and linkers

Writes informal letters /messages /e mail and speaks 

on peace, equality etc, suggesting personal views

Attempts to write creatively (stories, poems etc.)



 Main Aspects

Comprehension

Grammar

writing

Vocabulary



 1. Read the following paragraph and answer the following questions 

There was a pond near the village. It was a cool and a peaceful place earlier as there were 
many trees. Two frogs lived there happily. But  now due to crowd, traffic and the piles of 
litter the place has become noisy and dirty. So the frogs are worried about their home 
and health. They decide to aware the people about cleanliness.

a. Where was the pond?  

……………………………………………………………………………

b.  How has the pond become noisy and dirty?

……………………………………………………………………………

c.  what do the frogs decide ?

………………………………………………………………

 B.True/False

The pond was near the city.                    

Frogs were worried about their home and health. 

They decided to warn the people.                                        





 Match the following 
New              bun
Park              few
Fun               bark                                 

 2.Read the following  Sentences  and pick the Naming words .                                          
1.  Seema’s father is a doctor.
2. He goes to hospital by his car.
3. He wears a long white coat.

……………..           ………………            …………………..

………………          ……………….           ………………….                                                                                                           



3b. Pick the Words and write in correct 
Column                      

Rabbit        woman          orange         

Computer           lady 

She                                       It    

……………..                          …………………

………………..                      ………………….

………………..                       ………………..      



3a.Fill in the blanks with (a/an)                                    

1.There is  ………. elephant  in the cage.

2. He will eat …………. Banana.

3. She  has  ………..  umbrella .

4. He is reading ………… newspaper.

5. …………  eagle was flying in the sky.



4.Write five  sentences  about yourself                         

1. ……………………………………………………………..

2. ……………………………………………………………..

3. ………………………………………………………………..

4  …………………………………………………………………

5  …………………………………………………………………



5.  Fill in the blanks                                                                          

One                   Six               ……………
Two                  Seven          …………….
……….            ……….           thirteen
Four                  nine             ……………
Five                   ten               Fifteen





 Gradual learning

 Strengthening all the aspects of learning

 Maximum pictures and impressions to 
describe the content

 Simple to Complex

 Activity based

 Approaching language as a whole

 Special efforts to expand vocabulary



 Objectives

 Pre reading

 New Words

 Main Text

 Glossary

 Let’s answer

 Vocabulary

 Language Corner

 Listen Speak and 
Enjoy

.Let’s read
•Let’s write
•Value I learnt
•Activity
•Think over it





Stage 1: 

Pre reading 

• Picture walk

• Talk about the Title

• Use of KWL Chart

• Pre-reading Questions

Stage 2: 

While 

Reading 

• Model Reading

• Loud Reading

• Pair Reading

• Silent Reading

Stage 3: 

Post 

reading 

• Text Quiz

• Text Map



Step 1 : Picture Walk
Read the title and show the picture to all students 
Do not talk to them or read from the card
Ask them certain questions from the picture like who/what  

is this? What do you think is happening? etc



List of words

1. Divide the class into groups 

2. Read the name of the chapter and move around 

3. Depending on the chapter you have chosen ,make a list of words 
that will appear in the text. write words from this list on the board. 
Or you can use glossary . 

4. Each group must read each word from the board and predicted 
whether it would appear in the chapter or not 

Remember- Don’t let the students open the text books at this stage .

Title:- A visit to a Park

Pool sheep news paper ice-cream

swings clouds playing Jeep



K
what I already know

W
what I want to know

L 
What I have  learnt

Divide the class into 
groups 
Announce the name of 
the chapter to the class
Write What do I already 
know about the topic 
Ask each group to 
write the answer in the 
K column

Divide the class into 
groups 
Announce the name of 
the chapter to the class
Write What I want to 
know about the topic 
Ask each group to write 
the answer in the W 
column



The teachers are advised to ensure maximum use of 
following 4 reading strategies in the class.

Model reading

Loud reading

Shared reading

Silent  reading



Divide the students in 3-4 groups

◦ Ask students to prepare questions from the chapter for 
other groups. The questions can be like :

1 Spelling of words from the 
text 

What is the spelling of …….

2 Meaning of the word from 
the text

What is the meaning of ……..

3 Antonyms of the words 
from the text 

What is the opposite of ……..

This section can be used for grammar practice. 



?

what

When

Wherewhy

Who



Lesson

what

When

(time)

Where

(places)

End

Middle

Beginning

Who

(Character)

Process 

• Draw text map on the 
board

• Discuss the each box 
of the text map

• Divide the students 
in to groups 

• Ask each group to 
work on the boxes 

• When they complete 
each part ask them to 
represent 

Value I 
learnt



A Visit to a 

Park

What

Children. 

Kite, lady
When

Sunday, 9 a.m

Where

park

End

All having 

great fun. Middle

Playing football

Beginning

Going to park

Adjective

Bright, happy

Value I 
learnt



Topic Content

1. Listening/Speaking Part
2. Reading part
3. Writing
4. What
5. When
6. Where
7. Who
8. Why
9. Vocabulary
10.Adjective/ Grammar part
11.Beginning
12. Middle
13. End
14. Activity
15. T.L.M.
16. Value
17. Specific feature(if any)



Topic Content

1.Oral Chanting
2. Reading part
3. Writing part
4. Activity
5. T.L.M.
6. Notebook Work
7. Evaluation method



Read Record Review

Reflect



 Word Cricket

 Think more words

 Word wall



Nouns Verbs Adjectives Adverb Prepositions
More 
Words

class help kind daily near them

years live holy easily with these

uncle study bright neatly under those

music like great healthy behind there

newspaper read new softly infront of their

hospital cook happy properly inside even

shopkeeper play early always outside morning

homemaker eat sound carefully among afternoon

poor drink weak suddenly about night

father sleep right always above dinner 



Grammar

Noun

PronounPunctuation

Verb

Articles

Adjectives



Rhymes

Conversation

Commands

Pronunciation

Tongue Twister

Riddles





 Wrongly pronounced words

 rural

 desk

 reached

 etc.



 Pala said, “ Dear, look at the buildings. How 
tall they are! Our village is now on the way to 
advancement.” 

 Beero grumbled, “ Advancement! Don’t you 
realize that our health is at stake?” “What are 
you saying?” asked Pala.

 “You need to look around you” said Beero.



Categories of Words

Short Text

Short Stories



Guided writing

Creative writing



Inculcation 
of Values

Reasoning/
Logic



Creative 
ideas

……………
……………
……………
……………
…………….



Awareness

General 
Knowledge



 Morning assembly

 Baal Sabha

 Reading Cell

 Competitions



Perfection has no limits.




